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YOUR NEW SODA FRIEND WITH BENEFITS 

Soda bursting with big flavour, functional benefits, and low sugar 

 

Introducing VIBE soda, a range of beverages bursting with personality, fizz, big flavour, low sugar and the extra oomph of 

added functionality. VIBE doesn’t just give you permission to loosen up a little, it begs you to get your cheeky on.  

 

Leaving your taste buds and your body zinging with life, the VIBE range is available in three delicious flavours, with a 

different functional benefit in each of the three drinks (all when consumed as part of a healthy and varied diet).  

 

VIBE Lemonade Gut is a soda your gut would swipe right for and contains prebiotics which promote a positive change in 

gut microbiota. VIBE Lemon Orange Immunity will kick Winter right in the lemon oranges and is formulated with beta-

glucan to help support your immune health. VIBE Raspberry Focus will get your mind out of the clutter and gives you a 

caffeine hit from coffee beans to improve concentration and alertness. VIBE is your soda friend with benefits! 

 

The VIBE team undertook significant consumer and market research to ensure they created a functional drink that met 

the evolving needs of Aussie consumers. Asahi Lifestyle Beverages General Manager - Marketing, Lauren Fildes, said “When 

choosing an alternative to soft drink, people want great taste first, then something that’s low in sugar and has a range of 

functional benefits to choose from.” 

 

“Through the research, we found there were too few offers available that tasted great and had the added delivery of 

functional benefits. That’s why VIBE was born.” 

 

Now available across the country in Woolworths Supermarkets, the new soda range offers an alternative to regular soft 

drinks. Leaving your taste buds and your body zinging with life, VIBE is available with an RRP of $9.50 for 4 x 330ml and will 

be available in more stores in the coming months.  

 

VIBE Lemonade Gut, 4 x 330ml, is carefully formulated with prebiotics to promote a positive change in gut microbiota.  

VIBE Raspberry Focus, 4 x 330ml, is carefully formulated with caffeine from coffee beans to improve concentration and 

alertness. 

VIBE Lemon Orange Immunity, 4 x 330ml, is carefully formulated with Beta Glucan to help support immune health.  

 

-ENDS- 

 

Product Images here 

Instagram: @drinkvibeau 

 

For further information, VIBE samples or images please contact onetwo agency: 

Abbey Toffolon abbey@onetwoagency.com  

Lori Spilkin lori@onetwoagency.com   

Tilly Fennell tilly@onetwoagency.com    

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/37qn1awqg5p9uiq/AADNECi87_dwyssV34o8d47aa?dl=0
https://www.instagram.com/drinkvibeau/

